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Prompt Spring 2013 Road Show Coming in May
For more than a decade, Prompt Direct’s annual spring
workshop has taken various formats and been held in
a variety of locations to keep the event relevant and
accessible to our valued clients. This year, our workshop
will focus on multi-channel marketing — and what better
way to do the topic justice than with multiple dates and
locations?
We’re taking our show on the road, and bringing a new
strategic partner with us. We’re pleased to be working
with SnailWorks, a leading provider of coordinated multichannel marketing services.
Says Dennis Lacognata, “This year, instead of a single
event with 100+ attendees, we’re bringing our annual
workshop to our clients. We’re planning multiple smallgroup sessions across the tri-state area, making it easier
to network, ask specific questions, and gain some valuable
industry insights.”
During the sessions, SnailWorks President Dave Lewis will
present “Mail Meets the Web: Keeping Direct Mail Relevant
in an Online World.” Topics will include the advantages
of direct mail, strengths and weaknesses of other direct
channels, multi-channel tools, and the essentials for
deploying a successful multi-channel campaign.

were impressed as soon as we met the Prompt team —
how progressive they are in embracing new technologies
and bringing them to their customers.”
An acclaimed speaker, Lewis has spoken at National
Postal Forums, dozens of PCC meetings and other industry
events, on topics ranging from mail piece design and
Intelligent Mail to multi-channel marketing. In 2008, he was
awarded the Luke Kaiser Educational Award by the MFSA
(now the Association of Marketing Service Providers).
His approach is casual and entertaining, but always
informative.
Dates and locations include June 6 at Prompt’s Staten
Island offices; June 13 at Club 101 in NYC, which will have
a special focus on nonprofits and June 20 at Essex Fells
Country Club in Essex Fells, NJ.
Watch your mail for registration information — we look
forward to seeing you!

One of the creators of trackmymail.com (now part of Pitney
Bowes), Lewis is excited to be working with Prompt. “We
June 6, 13 & 20

9:00am-11:00am

Prompt Direct Spring 2013 Road Show

Keeping
You
Posted
The Latest Industry
News from the USPS
For the first time, the USPS has
published a promotions calendar to
help mailers plan more strategically
and qualify for discounted rates. The
calendar includes six promotions
emphasizing the benefits of using

mobile barcodes and other techniques
to boost response and integrate mail
with online and mobile channels.

communication, augmented reality
and mobile-enabled authentication
technologies.

Through April 30, 2013
Mobile Coupon/Click-to-Call
Upfront 2% postage discount on
campaigns that deliver a mobile
coupon redeemable in-store or online
when scanned, link directly to a mobile
optimized website with a “click to call”
feature, or bring up a phone number
automatically in the user’s phone.

Picture Permit
Per-piece fee waived for mail
containing customized permit indicia
area with company logos, trademarks
or brands (color images only);
additional discount of one cent for firstclass and two cents for each standard
piece.

Through June 30, 2013
Earned Value Reply Mail
Mailers who include BRM and CRM
envelopes receive postage credit of
two cents for each returned piece that
is scanned in the postal network.
August 1 – September 30, 2013
Emerging Technologies
Upfront 2% discount for customers
integrating specific emerging
technologies — near-field

Product Samples
Upfront 5% discount for standard and
nonprofit parcels containing product
samples. Flat rate pricing for both
programs also includes a volume
discount of one cent per 200K parcels.
November 1 – December 31, 2013
Mobile Buy-it-Now
Upfront 2% discount for use of mobile
barcode or similar print technology that
takes consumer to mobile optimized
site for product purchase.

Five-Day Delivery on the Minds of Mailers
As mailers nationwide deal with the
“what ifs” of proposed five-day delivery,
Prompt Direct sought out some
informed opinions on the perceived
impact of reduced service levels —
and what can be done now to plan
ahead.
“Our biggest concern is that this
is happening at the same time as
network consolidation,” explains
Deborah Damore, account executive
with Fairrington, Inc., the largest fullservice mailing logistics provider in
the U.S. “It’s created a great deal of
uncertainty for our industry.”
Does the USPS have the right to
change delivery schedules? It’s a
bold move, according to Ken Garner,
president & CEO of the Association of
Marketing Service Providers (AMSP),
the national trade association for
the mailing and fulfillment services
industry. “We all recognize that
elimination of Saturday delivery
isn’t a preferred step, but given the
challenges the Postal Service is facing,
it’s become a necessary step.”
Congressional involvement aside,
the lack of information on specific
service details is making it difficult for
mailers to react. Will USPS continue
to deliver packages or prescriptions
on Saturday? “Until we have clarity
around this, it creates even more
uncertainty in planning,” says Garner.
Damore is already seeing

inconsistency in in-home delivery
patterns — an issue that will be
magnified by the elimination of
Saturday delivery. “Right now, we’re
almost monitoring facility by facility to
get the desired end result. This will
become a moving target, especially
when combined with network
consolidation.”

She adds, “Moving forward, meeting
in-home delivery windows will require
a lot of adjusting and reacting,
monitoring induction patterns and
on-time delivery and making the
necessary changes.”
So, what steps can marketers take to
minimize the impact should five-day
delivery become a reality this August?
According to Garner, they must create
plans, strategies and tactics based on
both potential scenarios. “Nobody likes

to spend resources unnecessarily,
but in this case you have no choice.
Advance planning needs to take two
distinct approaches: one that counts
on Saturday delivery, and one that
doesn’t.”
Adds Damore, “We’re counseling
mailers to use as much visibility as
you have access to — your logistics
vendors, your mail piece tracking
service, Intelligent Mail. These
changes are going to be very fluid, so
it becomes a matter of near-constant
tracking and evaluating to spot
problems and react to them.”
Could a decision actually be at
hand? Last month, Congress passed
legislation re-affirming the Postal
Service’s obligation to provide sixday delivery. But some lawmakers
who support the five-day plan have
said there may still be some room
for the Postal Service to change its
delivery schedule, pointing out that the
language requiring six-day delivery is
vague and does not prohibit altering
which products are delivered on
Saturdays.
Clearly, this issue is far from resolved,
keeping mailers’ plans in a state of flux
for now. Stay tuned, and call Prompt
for assistance at (718) 447-6206
in mapping out an interim plan for
keeping your upcoming campaigns on
schedule.

Agency Spotlight:
Prompt
Sanky Communications in Print
Since 1977, NYC-based Sanky
Communications has launched or
expanded marketing programs and
online communications for more than
100 nonprofit organizations. These
days, success is all about integration,
according to Sanky CEO Harry Lynch.

representations make it easy to
present important data points in a
digestible format. “We have the data
showing how widely and quickly they
are shared. Infographics are very
engaging and people love to share
them so they tend to go viral quickly.”

“The nonprofit world has changed so
dramatically,” he says. “In the past,
typical audiences were easily identified
as responsive to direct mail — now
many have moved into other channels.
It’s our job to ensure all the building
blocks work together for our clients:
print, email, social media, SEM/SEO,
and, of course, the organization’s
website.”

These days, integrated campaigns
are driving strong fundraising results
for Sanky’s nonprofit clients. Lynch
explains, “We’re definitely finding a
measurable increase in giving when
donors are reached via multiple
channels.”

Why are integrated campaigns so
important for nonprofits in particular?
In a word, consistency. Lynch explains,
“Inconsistency of messaging can
give potential donors pause; they
may question the legitimacy of the
information they’re seeing or even the
organization itself.”
It’s all about synchronizing the
components of a campaign for optimal
effect, according to Lynch. That’s why
Sanky relies on partners like Prompt
Direct for its expertise in coordinating
mail dates and delivery windows. “Our
clients can’t afford to miss an in-home
date for a campaign mailer when
supporting tweets or Facebook posts
are already scheduled or information
has gone live on a website.”
According to Lynch, infographics are
becoming more common components
of successful integrated campaigns.
These quick-read, highly visual

For example, one client achieved an
average 84.5% boost in response
rates when their mail piece was
followed by an email as part of an
integrated campaign. Another client’s
campaign boosted the organization’s
online income 89% over the prior year.

Who are your (best) customers? A
recent blog post on modeling and
profiling by Phil Catalano, Prompt’s
director of integrated marketing,
will appear in an upcoming issue
of Marketing AdVents, the monthly
newsletter published by the Direct
Marketing Association of Washington.
Read the full post: bit.ly/WTs5sa
Prompt’s work was also featured in the
latest issue of Printing Impressions,
the leading U.S. trade publication
for the commercial printing industry.
The magazine featured the results
of Prompt’s cross-media marketing
campaign for the American Institute of
CPAs, which achieved 260% ROI. Read
the full case study: bit.ly/10KkSfe

So, where should a nonprofit start
when launching an integrated
campaign? The first step, says
Lynch, is getting the people who
drive each channel to work together.
“When planning a campaign, very
often we find that stakeholders from
all departments — social media,
fundraising, marketing, programs —
are not in the room.”
It could be said that the first step to
a successful integrated campaign
is integration — of your people and
departments. By getting everyone
on the same page strategically and
creatively, your organization will be
well on its way to integrated marketing
success.

Prompt
Personnel
Please join us in welcoming our newest
employees to the Prompt Direct family:
Lisa Peralta, receptionist
Rita (Sara) Perez Mendoza, production
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Andrew Masucci, Chief Executive Officer
Richard Masucci, President
Dennis Lacognata, Senior Vice President
Thomas Masucci, Vice President
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Prompt Direct Sponsors Greater NY PCC Roundtable
Prompt Direct was the proud sponsor
of a Greater New York Postal
Customer Council breakfast roundtable
in late November. Shown at right at the
event are (from left) USPS Marketing
Manager Roxanne Hosein, Prompt’s
Dennis Lacognata, PCC Vice Chair
Matthew Marrone, and USPS Manager
Customer Relations Raschelle Parker.
Prompt also sponsored the April
joint meeting of the NJ chapters of
the American Marketing Association
and Association for Women in
Communications. The event featured
David Griffith, VP of digital marketing
for the Food Network.

PromptMISSIONStatement
Prompt Direct is passionate about our commitment to provide our clients with quality, care and exceptional results. Our staff is
driven by dedication and commitment to provide you with the best service. Our company believes that in order to be competitive
we must provide outstanding services to each project including quality, service, convenience and above all, value.

